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ABSTRACT
Hundreds of thousands of previously untested sexual assault
kits (SAKs) have been uncovered in police property storage
facilities across the United States, representing a national fail-
ure in institutional response to sexual assault. Faced with this
discovery, jurisdictions must now decide if and how they
should test these kits. Some stakeholders have suggested
prioritizing kits for testing by victim, offender, or assault char-
acteristics, based on the belief that these characteristics can
predict the likely utility of DNA testing. However, little research
has examined the empirical merits of such prioritization. To
address this gap in the literature and inform SAK testing
policies, we randomly sampled 900 previously untested SAKs
from Detroit, MI. The sampled SAKs were submitted for DNA
testing, and eligible DNA profiles were entered into Combined
DNA Index System (CODIS), the federal DNA database. Police
records associated with each SAK were coded for victim, offen-
der, and assault characteristics, and logistic regression analyses
were conducted to test whether these characteristics predict
which SAKs yield DNA profiles that match (“hit”) to other
criminal offenses in CODIS. Testing this sample of previously-
untested SAKs produced a substantial number of CODIS hits,
but few of the tested variables were significant predictors of
CODIS hit rate. These findings suggest that testing all pre-
viously-unsubmitted kits may generate information that is use-
ful to the criminal justice system, while also potentially
addressing the institutional betrayal victims experienced
when their kits were ignored.
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When sexual assault victims report to the criminal justice system, they hope and
expect that the police will take their cases seriously, investigate the reported
crime, and hold perpetrators accountable (Patterson & Campbell, 2010). To that
end, victims are often told that they need to have a postassault medical forensic
exam and collection of a sexual assault kit (SAK; also termed a “rape kit”)
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(Department of Justice [DOJ], 2013). A SAK involves collecting oral, anal,
genital, and body surface swabs, which can be then be analyzed by a forensic
crime laboratory for DNA evidence (Butler, 2005). For victims, the medical
forensic exam and SAK collection is often a painful and re-traumatizing experi-
ence (Campbell, 2008), but one that they participate in with the hope that the
evidence will be used for the prosecution of their cases (Martin, 2006; Patterson
& Campbell, 2010). Yet, decades of research has found that many sexual assaults
are not thoroughly investigated and most are never referred by the police to
prosecutors for consideration of criminal charges (Lonsway & Archambault,
2012). In addition, emerging data suggest that many SAKs are never even
submitted for forensic DNA testing; instead, the SAKs are stored in police
property evidence facilities, untouched and untested for years, sometimes even
decades (Campbell, Feeney, Fehler-Cabral, Shaw, & Horsford, 2017). Human
Rights Watch (2009) has documented thousands of untested rape kits sitting in
police storage facilities across the United States, and conservative estimates
suggest upwards of 200,000 SAKs sit untested under these same conditions
(Strom & Hickman, 2010).

The discovery of stockpiles of untested rape kits has sparked national outrage
(Reilly, 2015), and is a clear example of institutional betrayal (Smith & Freyd,
2013). Smith and Freyd (2013) defined institutional betrayal as instances in
which organizations fail to prevent sexual assault or respond appropriately when
it occurs. This lack of appropriate response betrays the victim’s and commu-
nity’s trust, and can exacerbate the distress victims experience in the aftermath of
a traumatic event (Smith & Freyd, 2014). In the case of untested rape kits,
victims expected that the criminal justice system would help them, and instead,
potentially valuable evidence from their cases was ignored.

As more and more jurisdictions throughout the United States are disco-
vering large numbers of untested rape kits, criminal justice professionals and
other community stakeholders are facing the question of what to do with
untested rape kits. National victim advocacy organizations have argued that
all kits should be tested to remediate this betrayal of victims’ trust and to
move forward with investigation and prosecution of these cases (Joyful Heart
Foundation [JHF], 2017; Rape Abuse and Incest National Network [RAINN],
2016). However, in some jurisdictions, criminal justice professionals have
resisted such approaches, arguing only some kits merit testing, and noting
that due to resource constraints, some cities and states may not be able to
afford to test all kits (Human Rights Watch, 2009; Lovrich et al., 2004; Strom
& Hickman, 2010). Given these practical realities, police have noted that it
would be helpful to know which SAKs might be most beneficial to a case and
therefore should be sent for forensic DNA testing. This is a growing national
policy issue that could benefit from empirical research to inform testing
practices in communities with large numbers of untested SAKs. Therefore,
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the purpose of this current study is to explore whether specific features of
a reported sexual assault case (e.g., victim, offender, and assault character-
istics) are reliable criteria by which jurisdictions can organize their submis-
sion process for previously untested SAKs. To set the stage for this study, we
will first introduce the issue of untested rape kits in greater detail, including
the potential investigative utility of SAKs and the dynamics that may lead
jurisdictions to prioritize their untested kits for submission. We will then
review current research on whether case characteristics can be meaningfully
used to prioritize kit submission.

Literature Review

Rape has historically been an underinvestigated and underprosecuted crime (see
Lonsway & Archambault, 2012, for a review). Research has consistently shown
that reports of rape are met with disbelief (Venema, 2014), particularly if the
victim displays behaviors or reactions that do not align with stereotypical
conceptualizations of “real” rape victims (Estrich, 1987; Lonsway &
Archambault, 2012). Police officers have a great deal of discretion in whether
they forward cases on for prosecution, and reports made by victims who are not
believed are frequently dropped before ever being presented to a prosecutor
(Jordan, 2004; Kelley & Campbell, 2013). Even when victims are believed,
however, law enforcement may face challenges in gathering sufficient evidence
to bring a case to trial. Unlike many other crimes that occur around witnesses,
sexual assaults most often occur in private places without witnesses to support
the victim’s report (Jordan, 2004).

To address these evidentiary challenges, the collection of medical forensic
evidence became common practice in the 1980s. This forensic evidence collec-
tion is carried out by health care practitioners and includes the collection of
biological evidence (e.g., semen, blood, saliva) that may be present on the
victim’s body postassault (DOJ, 2013). When medical forensic exams and
SAKs were first being collected in the 1980s, they had limited utility to police
and prosecutors. The samples could be analyzed using protein markers, but the
discriminatory power of these methods was low and the investigative utility
limited (Butler, 2005). However, when DNA testing became available in the
1990s and a federal criminal database was created soon after, the utility of DNA
testing markedly increased. This federal database, CODIS (Combined DNA
Index System), consists of reference DNA profiles from arrestees/convicted
offenders and crime scenes throughout the United States (Butler, 2005; Jobling
& Gill, 2004). Each newly entered DNA profile is compared against existing
profiles for a possible match, termed a CODIS “hit.”

CODIS hits have the potential to provide a great deal of information about the
perpetrator of an assault. For a rape committed by an unknown perpetrator,
a CODIS hit may be able to identify the offender, providing a substantial
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investigative lead. In cases where the offender was known to the victim, DNA
evidence could corroborate the victim’s identification of the perpetrator and
help refute the possible “no-contact” defense (i.e., denial of sexual contact with
the victim). In both stranger and nonstranger assaults, a CODIS hit has the
potential to exonerate the wrongfully accused by identifying an alternate perpe-
trator. Finally, a CODIS hit could reveal that the same DNA profile is associated
with multiple sexual assaults, which would establish a pattern of serial sexual
offending.

However even with this increased investigative utility, media reports and
social science studies have found that tens of thousands of SAKs were held for
years in law enforcement storage and never submitted to a crime lab for testing
(Human Rights Watch, 2009; Peterson, Johnson, Herz, Graziano, & Oehler,
2012). Jurisdictions across the country are now in a position where they must
develop a plan for if and how to test these SAKs.When developing a testing plan,
jurisdictions may look to prioritize kits based on their potential utility to
investigation and prosecution. One possible definition of SAK utility is the
probability that testing a SAK will lead to a CODIS hit. Research from Detroit,
Los Angeles, Cleveland, and Houston have calculated CODIS hit rates as the
proportion of total SAKs submitted for testing that resulted in a CODIS hit, and
found that 21.1%–39.5% of previously unsubmitted SAKs yield a CODIS hit
(Campbell, Fehler-Cabral et al., 2015; Peterson et al., 2012; Singer, Lovell, &
Flannery, 2016; Wells, Campbell, & Franklin, 2016). This raises an important
question: Is it possible to develop a data-driven testing plan, in which SAKs are
prioritized by their empirical likelihood of yielding a CODIS hit?

Surprisingly, very little research has attempted to answer this question. In
two notable exceptions, victim-offender relationship and a case’s statute of
limitations were examined as possible predictors of a CODIS hit. These
studies indicated that CODIS hit rates are statistically equivalent for stranger
and nonstranger perpetrated SAKs (Campbell, Pierce, Sharma, Feeney, &
Fehler-Cabral, 2016a), as well as for kits within and outside of their statute of
limitations (Campbell, Pierce, Sharma, Feeney, & Fehler-Cabral, 2016b),
indicating that these characteristics may not be useful in prioritizing SAKs
for testing. However, research has yet to examine whether the likelihood of
a CODIS hit varies based on other victim, offender, or assault characteristics
(e.g., victim age, offender age, time between assault and exam). If case
characteristics predictive of a CODIS hit can be identified, such information
could then be used to develop a SAK testing plan for jurisdictions that choose
to prioritize their kits or are required to do so based on resource constraints.
Alternatively, if the probability of a CODIS hit is not predicted by these
variables, then that finding, coupled with previous nonsignificant findings,
would suggest that it may be more sensible for jurisdictions to test all of their
SAKs.
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Current Study

The purpose of this current study, therefore, is to test a sample of previously
unsubmitted SAKs to determine whether identifiable victim, offender, or assault
characteristics predict CODIS hit rate. These variables were tested separately for
stranger-perpetrated and nonstranger-perpetrated SAKs, both to empirically
test whether the predictive ability of individual variables varies for stranger
and nonstranger-perpetrated SAKs, and also to facilitate interpretability of our
results for practitioners who may be tasked with prioritizing stranger and
nonstranger-perpetrated SAKs separately. This study was conducted in
Detroit, Michigan, where approximately 11,000 previously unsubmitted SAKs
were uncovered in 2009 (Campbell, Fehler-Cabral, et al., 2015). In 2011,
a multidisciplinary action research team composed of law enforcement, prose-
cutors, forensic nurses, forensic scientists, victim advocates, and researchers was
formed to develop a long-term testing plan for these kits (Campbell, Shaw, et al.,
2015). This current study evaluated the results of that testing plan to establish the
potential utility of forensic testing outcomes (i.e., CODIS hit rate1) for criminal
justice system personnel.

Method

Sample

As of November 1, 2009, Detroit had an inventory of 11,219 previously-
unsubmitted SAKs in police custody (Campbell, Fehler-Cabral, et al., 2015).
A sampling frame was developed to identify a subset of cases that were
potentially still eligible for prosecution, whereby testing results could be
utilized and acted upon. In order to be included in our sample, SAKs needed
to: (1) not have been previously DNA tested, (2) not have been previously
adjudicated, meaning that there had never been a conviction, acquittal, or
guilty plea, and (3) be associated with a case whose statute of limitations had
not yet expired. As noted previously, because we expected that some of these
variables could be differentially predictive based on victim-offender relation-
ship, we also instituted the sampling requirement that the SAK be associated
with a police report detailed enough for the research team to differentiate
stranger from nonstranger perpetrators.

The statute of limitations for sexual assaults in Michigan can vary based on
a number of factors (Campbell et al., 2016b). As prescreening each SAK on these
factors was not a feasible undertaking for the research team, attorneys from the
county prosecutor’s office and the state prosecuting attorney’s association iden-
tified the year 2002 as an appropriate cutoff, such that SAKs collected before

1CODIS hits can be further differentiated as “offender” or “forensic” hits depending on whether the DNA profile is
collected from an offender (“offender hit”) or a crime scene, including a SAK (“forensic hit”). In this article, our
references to CODIS hits include both offender and forensic hits.
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2002 were most likely associated with cases outside of the statute of limitations.
Prosecutors responsible for selecting SAKs based on testing and adjudication
status were then provided a randomly ordered list of all untested SAKs collected
after 2002 and instructed to review the SAKs in the order listed, removing
previously adjudicated and previously tested SAKs from the list. The remaining
untested, nonadjudicated SAKs were coded for victim-offender relationship by
both researchers and prosecutors, and then sorted into stranger-perpetrated and
nonstranger-perpetrated groups. SAKs were then stratified by year and ran-
domly selected into the sample until approximately 56 SAKs per year (two
randomly selected years had targets of 58 SAKs) had been accumulated in
both the stranger and nonstranger perpetrated group. This target sample size
of 450 per group was based on budget constraints; a post-hoc power analysis
found that this sample was sufficient for the planned analyses. The final sample
for the stranger SAK group was 445 (rather than 450) because five kits were
determined to be ineligible for analysis once they were examined at the lab (e.g.,
the kit did not contain biological samples from a sexual assault). The final
sample for the nonstranger SAK group was 449 (rather than 450) because one
kit was discovered to have been listed twice on the list of sampled cases after the
point at which a replacement kit could have been sent for testing.

After solidifying the final sample, the research team reviewed police
reports associated with each SAK selected into the sample and coded demo-
graphic information about each victim and offender (see Table 1). Consistent
with other studies of medical-help seeking post assault, the majority of
victims were female and the majority of offenders male. The racial composi-
tion of the sample was similar to the demographics of Detroit (U.S. Census
Bureau, n.d.), with African American as the most common race reported for
both victims and offenders. Most victims were fairly young when the assault
occurred and were assaulted by slightly older offenders. A majority of the
SAKs were collected the same day as the assault, with over 75% collected
within one day of the assault. On average, the SAKs had been collected nearly
8 years before they were submitted for forensic analysis (range 4–11 years),
which is well within the time that DNA can be analyzed when forensic
evidence is properly collected and stored (Ballou et al., 2013).

Procedures

All of the SAKs included in the sample were sent to one of two forensic
laboratories for DNA testing. Both vendor laboratories engaged in the first
steps of DNA analysis (i.e., screening forensic samples for bodily fluids and
DNA extraction), after which the forensic science division of the state police
independently reviewed those results and uploaded eligible DNA profiles
into CODIS. The state police forensic analysts then recorded whether each
CODIS upload resulted in a CODIS hit. The results of this DNA analysis
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were given to the research team, who incorporated the results into their
records for subsequent analysis. Four members of the research team then
coded the police reports associated with each SAK in the sample, recoding
data on victim, offender, and assault characteristics, including victim age,

Table 1. Victim, offender, and assault characteristics of previously unsubmitted SAK sample.
Stranger-

Perpetrated SAKs
(N = 445)

Nonstranger-
Perpetrated SAKs

(N = 449)

Combined Sample
(Unweighted)
(N = 894)

Variable n % n % n %

Victim gender
Female
Male
Missing

432
12
1

97.1%
2.7%
0.2%

434
12
3

96.7%
2.7%
0.7%

866
24
4

96.9%
2.7%
0.4%

Victim race
African American
Asian American
Caucasian/White
Hispanic/Latina
Multiracial
Missing

345
4
84
7
1
4

77.5%
0.9%
18.9%
1.6%
0.2%
0.9%

358
1
74
7
0
9

79.7%
0.2%
16.5%
1.6%
0.0%
2.0%

703
5
158
14
1
13

78.6%
0.6%
17.7%
1.6%
0.1%
1.5%

Victim age
< 16 years old 52 11.7% 133 29.6% 185 20.7%
≥ 16 years old
Missing
Assailant gender
Female
Male
Missing
Assailant race
African American
Arab American
Asian American
Caucasian/White
Hispanic/Latina
Missing
Assailant age
< 22 years old
≥ 22 years old
Missing

390
3
0
433
12
379
0
1
23
8
34
50
233
162

87.6%
0.7%
0.0%
97.3%
2.7%
85.2%
0.0%
0.2%
5.2%
1.8%
7.6%
11.2%
52.4%
36.4%

306
10
4
438
7
392
2
1
22
16
16
137
281
31

68.2%
2.2%
0.9%
97.6%
1.6%
87.3%
0.4%
0.2%
4.9%
3.6%
3.6%
30.5%
62.6%
6.9%

696
13
4
871
19
771
2
2
45
24
50
187
514
193

77.9%
1.5%
0.4%
97.4%
2.1%
86.2%
0.2%
0.2%
5.0%
2.7%
5.6%
20.9%
57.5%
21.6%

Multiple perpetrators
No
Yes
Alcohol/Drugs involved in assault

306
139

68.8%
31.2%

371
78

82.6%
17.4%

677
217

75.7%
24.3%

No
Yes
Weapons involved in assault
No

311
134
266

69.9%
30.1%
59.8%

303
146
369

67.5%
32.5%
82.2%

614
280
635

68.7%
31.3%
71.0%

Yes
Physical force used in assault
No
Yes
Exam timing
0 days postassault
1 day postassault
2+ days postassault
Missing

179
127
318
246
100
47
52

40.2%
28.5%
71.5%
55.3%
22.5%
10.6%
11.7%

80
154
295
194
108
63
84

17.8%
34.3%
65.7%
43.2%
24.1%
14.0%
18.7%

259
281
613
440
208
110
136

29.0%
31.4%
68.6%
49.2%
23.3%
12.3%
15.2%
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offender age, whether the assault involved multiple perpetrators, presence of
drugs or alcohol, use of weapons, physical force, and timing of the exam. The
procedures used in this study were reviewed and approved by the IRB at
Michigan State University.

Measures

Results of the CODIS analysis were coded as a binary variable (0 = no CODIS
hit, 1 = CODIS hit). All assault characteristics were coded as categorical
variables. Victim age was dichotomized according to whether or not the victim
was 16 years or older (0 = 16+ years, 1 = <16 years). Though the research team
had information on the exact victim age at the time of assault, victim age was
divided into two categories based on the age of consent in Michigan, as this
distinction is generally more salient to legal processing of the case than exact
victim age. Offenders’ ages were coded according to the estimation given by
the victim in the police report. There were not a sufficient number of assailants
younger than 18 to separate assailants according to whether they would legally
be considered minors (0–17 years vs. 18+ years), so we instead divided
assailants into three groups (0 = 22+ years [adults], 1 = 0–21 years [youth],
2 = unknown).

Presence of multiple perpetrators, alcohol/drug use, weapon use, and physi-
cal force were all coded as binary indicators (0 = no, 1 = yes) based on whether
or not the SAK and accompanying case information explicitly documented that
this characteristic was present during the assault. Physical force was similarly
coded as a binary indicator, with any indication that physical force or threats of
force (e.g., actual or threatened kicking, punching, hitting, scratching, etc.) were
used to attain sexual contact or victim compliance coded positively for physical
force. Because these assault characteristics are typically mentioned only when
present, incomplete records that might otherwise be coded as missing data were
coded as 0 across these four categories. Though this coding scheme creates the
possibility of false negatives (i.e., variables coded as absent when they were
actually present but unmentioned in case documentation) the affected variables
are ones that typically have high salience in medical and legal contexts
(Kertetter, 1990; McMillan & White, 2015; Venema, 2014), which increased
our confidence that they would be mentioned if present. Finally, exam timing,
which refers to the length of time between the sexual assault and medical
forensic examination, was calculated by comparing the date of the assault and
the date of the medical forensic exam. Exam timing was coded into three
categories (0 = exam took place on the same day as the assault, 1 = exam
took place 1 day after the assault, or 2 = exam took place 2 or more days after
the assault).
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Analysis

We used standard logistic regression models (Agresti, 2002; Hosmer,
Lemeshow, & Sturdivant, 2013) to conduct two separate analyses: Model 1,
which utilized the stranger-perpetrated SAK sample (N = 445), and Model 2,
which utilized the nonstranger-perpetrated SAK sample (N = 449). Of the 445
stranger SAKs initially selected into the sample, 54 (12.3%) were excluded from
further analyses due to missing data on victim age (N = 3) or exam timing
(N = 52). Of the 449 SAKs nonstranger SAKs initially included in the sample,
we excluded 86 (19.1%) from analysis due to missing data on either victim age
(N = 10) or exam timing (N = 84). Missing data on victim age and exam timing
were presumed to be missing at random because collecting these variables is
routine practice in medical forensic exams, and stakeholders assured us that
such data would only be missing as a result of human error on the part of
hospital staff. List-wise deletion was therefore used to exclude SAKs with
missing data on these variables, and analyses were conducted with the remain-
ing 391 stranger and 363 nonstranger SAKs. Analyses were conducted in
R statistical software (R Development Core Team, 2014).

The outcome variable for both logistic regressions was whether testing the
SAK ultimately yielded a CODIS hit. These models can be used to estimate
predictors’ effects on the unconditional CODIS hit rate (i.e., the proportion
of SAKs submitted for DNA testing that resulted in a CODIS hit). Victim
age, assailant age, presence of multiple perpetrators, alcohol/drugs, weapons,
physical force, and exam timing were entered into the models as predictor
variables. Because we lacked sufficient population-level information to adjust
for the disproportionate stratification by year, the logistic regression models
treated the data as a simple random sample drawn from the subpopulation of
interest. The intercept term was retained in these models, and can be inter-
preted as the CODIS hit rate the for a reference group after suitable trans-
formation. These analyses can be reproduced with data and software files
archived in the National Archive of Criminal Justice Data (NACJD)
(Campbell, Fehler-Cabral, et al., 2015).

Results

Stranger-perpetrated SAKs

The raw unconditional CODIS hit rate for stranger-perpetrated SAKs was
35.1%.2 The intercept for Model 1 calculated the unconditional CODIS hit
rate for a reference group consisting of SAKs from older victims (age 16
+ years) who were each assaulted by a single, adult assailant (age 22+ years)

2The raw unconditional rate is computed from the outcome variable before list-wise deletion of SAKs with missing
data on predictor variables used in the model.
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without any involvement of alcohol/drugs, weapons, or physical force, and who
received a medical forensic exam the same day that they were assaulted. The
CODIS hit rate for that reference group was 26.4% (95% CI = [16.1, 39.6]). The
intercept and values for all predictor variables can be found in Table 2. The
intercept term in Table 2 tests whether the odds of a CODIS hit for the reference
group differ from a hypothetical value of 1.00 (i.e., a 50% hit rate), which it does
(OR = .36, 95% CI = [.19, .66], p = .001).

All other predictors in Table 2 test deviations from this reference group
rate for SAKs that differ from the reference group with respect to a specific
characteristic, after adjusting for the effects of other predictors. With the
exception of weapon use (OR = 1.67, 95% CI = [1.07, 2.62], p = .024), no
other variables were significant predictors of variation in CODIS hit rate. The
findings for weapon use indicate that the odds of obtaining a CODIS hit for
an assault in which a weapon was used were approximately 1.67 times higher
than for an assault in which a weapon was not used, with all other variables
held constant. The point estimate for this variable suggests a small effect size,
but the confidence interval indicates that the effect could be as little as 1.07
times higher (functionally equal due to a tiny effect size) or as much as 2.62
times higher (a medium effect size).

Nonstranger perpetrated SAKs

Similar to what was reported above, the raw CODIS hit rate for nonstranger-
perpetrated SAKs was 22.9% and the intercept of Model 2 indicates an uncon-
ditional CODIS hit rate of 27.1% (95% CI = [15.8, 41.7]) for the reference
group consisting of SAKs from older victims (age 16+ years) who were each

Table 2. Logistic regression predicting CODIS hit rates among stranger-perpetrated SAKs.
Variable Estimate SE z value OR OR 95% CI p value

Intercept (for reference group) −1.027 0.312 −3.287 0.358 [0.192, 0.655] 0.001
Victim age < 16 yearsa −0.656 0.400 −1.643 0.519 [0.224, 1.093] 0.100
Assailant ageb

<22 years −0.118 0.404 −0.293 0.888 [0.390, 1.921] 0.769
Unknown 0.290 0.253 1.147 1.337 [0.813, 2.198] 0.251

Multiple perpetratorsc −0.033 0.251 −0.131 0.968 [0.588, 1.578] 0.896
Use of alcohol/drugsc −0.015 0.243 −0.063 0.985 [0.609, 1.579] 0.950
Use of weaponsc 0.515 0.228 2.259 1.674 [1.072, 2.624] 0.024
Use of physical forcec 0.174 0.263 0.662 1.190 [0.715, 2.011] 0.508
Exam timingd

1 day postassault −0.072 0.265 −0.273 0.930 [0.549, 1.557] 0.785
2+ days postassault −0.551 0.389 −1.416 0.576 [0.257, 1.198] 0.157

Note: Sample included N = 391 SAKs, after removing SAKs with missing data for victim age or exam timing
(assumed to be missing completely at random). OR = odds-ratio (a measure of effect size); CI = confidence
interval; p value = p value obtained from a Wald test of the coefficient. Reference levels are: a 16+ years; b

22+ years; c no; and d 0 days after assault (same day). Model fit statistics: total df = 390, residual df = 381,
null deviance = 491.5, residual deviance = 477.7, AIC = 497.7.
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assaulted by a single, adult assailant (age 22+ years) without any involvement
of alcohol/drugs, weapons, or physical force, and who received a medical
forensic exam the same day that they were assaulted. Again, the intercept
term in Table 3 tests whether the odds of a CODIS hit for that reference group
differs from a hypothetical value of 1.00 (i.e., 50% hit rate), which it does
(OR = 0.37, 95% CI = [.19, .72], p = .004). The other predictors test whether the
odds of a hit for SAKs that differ from the reference group with respect to
a specific characteristic are higher or lower than in the reference group, after
adjusting for the effects of the other predictors.

Within this sample of nonstranger SAKs, most variables were not signifi-
cant predictors of variation in CODIS hit rate.3 The exceptions to this trend
were victim age and weapon use. Regarding victim age, the odds of a CODIS
hit drop by more than half (OR = 0.40, 95% CI = [0.19, 0.83], p = .015) for
younger victims (< 16 years), which would generally be considered a medium
effect. The 95% CI suggests that there is at least a very small negative effect
(OR = 0.83), but quite possibly a large one (OR = 0.19). This CI implies that
the odds of a hit could be anywhere from 1.2 to 5.3 times higher for older
victims than younger victims. Weapon use was also a statistically significant
predictor of CODIS hit rate (OR = 2.16, 95% CI = [1.13, 4.06], p = .018). The
odds of obtaining a CODIS hit were about 2.16 times higher for SAKs when
weapons were used in the assault (a small to medium effect), but could be as

Table 3. Logistic regression predicting CODIS hit rates among nonstranger-perpetrated SAKs.
Variable Estimate SE z value OR OR 95% CI p value

Intercept (for reference group) −0.988 0.340 −2.906 0.372 [0.188, 0.716] 0.004
Victim age < 16 yearsa −0.908 0.375 −2.424 0.403 [0.189, 0.825] 0.015
Assailant ageb

<22 years 0.014 0.333 0.043 1.014 [0.522, 1.939] 0.966
Unknown 0.886 0.533 1.661 2.424 [0.820, 6.829] 0.097

Multiple perpetratorsc 0.180 0.341 0.527 1.197 [0.601, 2.306] 0.598
Use of alcohol/drugsc −0.443 0.297 −1.491 0.642 [0.354, 1.138] 0.136
Use of weaponsc 0.768 0.324 2.369 2.155 [1.134, 4.058] 0.018
Use of physical forcec −0.340 0.308 −1.103 0.712 [0.390, 1.312] 0.270
Exam timingd

1 day postassault 0.524 0.289 1.815 1.689 [0.957, 2.977] 0.069
2+ days postassault −0.591 0.452 −1.308 0.554 [0.212, 1.278] 0.191

Note: Sample included N = 363 SAKs, after removing SAKs with missing data for victim age or exam timing
(assumed to be missing completely at random). OR = odds-ratio (a measure of effect size); CI = confidence
interval; p-value = p-value obtained from a Wald test of the coefficient. Reference levels are: a 16+ years; b

22+ years; c no; and d 0 days after assault (same day). Model fit statistics: total df = 362, residual df = 353,
null deviance = 382.9, residual deviance = 356.2, AIC = 376.2.

3These results are similar to the results from the stranger-perpetrated model. We ran a combined model (i.e.,
stranger-perpetrated and nonstranger perpetrated samples together) to directly test the moderating influence of
victim-offender relationship (VOR), and found that VOR was nonsignificant and the combined model produced
similar results to the models separated by VOR. Because jurisdictions faced with stockpiles of previously
unsubmitted SAKs often evaluate the utility of screening kits by victim and assault characteristics separately
for stranger and nonstranger perpetrated SAKs, we present models separated by VOR to increase the utility of our
data to practitioners and other stakeholders.
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little as 1.13 times higher (essentially equal due to tiny effect size) or as much
as 4.06 times higher (a large effect).

Discussion

For decades, sexual assault kits have not been routinely tested, as many
criminal justice professionals have believed that they were not worth testing
(see Campbell et al., 2017, for a review). This neglect has been an institu-
tional betrayal that has profoundly affected victims (Ahrens, Swavola, &
Dahlgren, 2016), and may have negatively impacted public safety, as well
(Campbell et al., 2017). Now, as jurisdictions around the country are grap-
pling with large stockpiles of untested kits, some stakeholders are again
suggesting that testing all kits may not be worthwhile. Many jurisdictions
that advocate for selective testing have suggested that some SAKs may have
more investigative and prosecutorial utility than others, and that those SAKs
should be prioritized for testing.

This study aimed to empirically test the idea that untested SAKs can be
differentiated by their potential utility to criminal justice proceedings.
Specifically, this study tested whether victim age, assailant age, multiple perpe-
trators, alcohol/drug use, weapon use, physical force, and time between assault
and exam predicted whether a SAK would produce a CODIS hit. The majority
of variables tested were nonsignificant in both the stranger and nonstranger
perpetrator models. The exceptions to these nonsignificant findings were
weapon use (both models) and victim age (nonstranger model only).

It is worth considering the possible reasons behind these variables’ pre-
dictive abilities. Previous research has found that law enforcement often view
sexual assaults perpetrated with a weapon as more serious than sexual
assaults perpetrated without a weapon (Spohn & Tellis, 2012). Prior research
has also found that some law enforcement personnel were less likely to
believe adolescent, compared to adult, rape victims (Schwartz, 2010;
Venema, 2014). Law enforcement have historically had great discretion in
which SAKs they submit for testing and frequently based their decisions on
whether or not they believed the victim and viewed her account as serious
enough to warrant resources and attention (Martin, 2006; Tellis & Spohn,
2008). Offenders who consistently use weapons, for example, may be more
likely to appear in CODIS if law enforcement have historically prioritized
these cases, and the SAKs associated with those assaults may therefore be
more likely to result in a CODIS hit. Similarly, offenders who primarily
offend against known, adolescent victims may be less likely to be in
CODIS, and DNA analysis of these SAKs would therefore be less likely to
yield a CODIS hit. If jurisdictions were to prioritize SAK submission based
on these variables, it is likely that CODIS would be further skewed in these
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directions, and its utility for cases perpetrated without weapons and against
younger victims known to the offender could decrease.

Overall, however, most of the variables tested in the prediction models were
not statistically significant. The confidence intervals around the variables were
wide, as well, indicating uncertainty about the magnitude and direction of
potential effects. The considerable time, effort, and staffing required to pre-
screen SAKs and their associated police reports is also worth noting
(Campbell, Fehler-Cabral, et al., 2015), as jurisdictions would likely expect
a clearer andmore substantial increase in forensic utility than was found in our
analysis to justify the resource expenditures associated with prescreening kits.
We therefore conclude that these models do not provide sufficient evidence to
advocate for the selective testing of SAKs based on victim age, assailant age,
exam timing, or any of the other assault characteristics we examined.

There are limitations of this study that must be acknowledged. First, this
action research project took place in Detroit, a city that is unique in many
regards compared to other cities with large numbers of unsubmitted SAKs.
Detroit is more racially homogenous than many other metropolitan cities
(82% Black in the 2000 Census, 83% in the 2010 Census), has an unusually
high violent crime rate (second-highest rate in the United States in the 2000
UCR, highest rate in the 2010 UCR), and had experienced an extreme
economic downturn in the years preceding this action research project
(Campbell, Shaw, & Fehler-Cabral, 2015). The ways in which these factors
may have contributed to the large number of previously untested SAKs found
in Detroit is unknown, and resultantly, generalizations of these findings to
other cities should be made with caution. However, it is worth noting that
the CODIS hit rates reported in this action research project are similar to
those reported in Los Angeles (Peterson et al., 2012), Cleveland (Singer et al.,
2016), and Houston (Wells et al., 2016), suggesting that there may be
similarities worth exploring further. Secondly, there are limitations related
to the data source used in the analysis. Police reports reflect only what the
officer/detective chose to ask about and record, and may therefore not be an
exhaustive accounting of all relevant information.

With these limitations in mind, this study has important implications for
policies that govern the testing of previously unsubmitted SAKs. The finding
that victim, assailant, and assault characteristics do not appear to mean-
ingfully predict the likelihood of a CODIS hit joins a growing body of
literature which suggests that the criminal justice system may benefit from
testing a wider variety of SAKs than has previously been believed (Human
Rights Watch, 2009; JHF, 2017). Taken together with the results of other
studies that indicate CODIS hit rates do not vary as a function of victim–
offender relationship (Campbell et al., 2016a) or statute of limitations status
(Campbell et al., 2016b), there is no evidence in the literature to suggest that
there are discernible features of a case that can reliably predict the likelihood
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of a CODIS hit. Thus, the idea that SAK testing should be prioritized by
specific case characteristics does not have strong empirical support. What is
clear, however, is that testing previously unsubmitted SAKs produces
a substantial number of CODIS hits, and thus testing all of these forgotten
rape kits may yield information that is useful to criminal justice system
personnel. Additionally, testing previously unsubmitted SAKs may be
a step in addressing the institutional betrayal victims experienced when
their kits were initially ignored. Policies that encourage the testing of these
kits and the addition of the resulting profiles into CODIS may offer long-
term benefits for victim healing, offender identification, and public safety.
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